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Subject: ATLANTIS AND OTHER EVIL SUBMERGED CIVILIZATIONS 

AND PYRAMIDS RISING

With all the evil happening in the world this report is very relevant to today’s news and things

happening around the world. From the creation of the Earth until now God has been watching large

civilizations rise and fall continuously. A good example to help explain this to you is what is happening

now in the USA as it crumbles and falls because people have turned away from God who helped raise

up the nation to be the leader in the world, but what did the USA do ?  It got arrogant and haughty and

began to become more evil as a nation, and in addition to becoming more evil itself, it began to export

this evil to the rest of the world. Just as it has happened before God will judge the nation and bring the

entire nation to it’s knees.  In many ancient civilizations not only did God judge the nation or “city

states in many cases” but wiped its memory off the planet until the end times when the pure raw evil

imprisoned in these sunken nations and city states rise to the surface and release a new abundance of

pure evil upon the world.

Here is a list of significant sunken cities which have imprisoned evil within them (this is not a

complete list, it is just some of the more well known sunken cities):

 1 SUNKEN CITIES OFF THE COASTS OF EUROPE:

 1.1 Pavlopetri, also called Paulopetri:

 1.1.1 Location: It is a submerged ancient town, located between the islet of Pavlopetri

and the Pounta coast of Laconia, on the Peloponnese peninsula in southern Greece. 

 1.1.2 Depth: It is about 20 feet underwater.

 1.1.3 fallen angel uses of the city: It was a party town and sacrifice town.

 1.1.4 Human uses of the city: Ceramics recovered in situ confirms that Pavlopetri had

Mycenaean occupation, but further archaeological evidence suggests that the town was

occupied as early as 3500 BC. 

 1.1.5 History of the sinking: Geologists theorise that the submergence of the town was

the result of local and regional faulting of the Cretan Arc (an arcuate mountain chain of

the southern Aegean Sea), that led to the convergence and subduction of the tectonic

plate causing the town to drop beneath the sea level. (fallen angel records show that the

city was sunk at the most important time during a sacrifice ritual)

 1.2 Atlantis

 1.2.1 Location: Atlantis Just off the west coast of Cyprus according to records. It is

about 5000 yards off the west coast of Cyprus.

 1.2.2 Depth: about 2000 feet.

 1.2.3 Fallen angel uses for the city: regional  command center and temple grounds as

well as a genetic research area in the effort to make a human being without a soul so that

God  would  have  to  let  lucifer  have  his  way about  defeating  the  plan  of  salvation.

(NOTE: THIS TOPIC IS OF SUCH IMPORTANCE THAT THERE WILL BE

ANOTHER REPORT SHORTLY REGARDING MORE DETAILS ABOUT THIS

EFFORT).

 1.2.4 Human uses for the city: Likely one of the better known sunken cities because of

what it stands for and how none of the other countries around it were able to conquer it

and when it was forced underwater no one could go down and touch the treasures which



are still buried with the underwater city. Atlantis is known for the people of the “golden

skin” and wild parties which the hybrids and fallen angels loved to attend.  

 1.2.5 History of the sinking: This is the most likely reason God sank the city at it’s

peak of civilization when all was “perfect” and no one from the outside could conquer it.

Fallen angel history speaks of multiple cities like this as well scattered around the globe.

  

 1.3 Canary 1 also referred to as Atlantis 2 by the fallen angels.

 1.3.1 location: just in the center of the canary island ring of islands.

 1.3.2 Depth: 9000 feet

 1.3.3 Fallen angel uses for the city: regional  command center and temple grounds.

 1.3.4 Human uses for the city: This city/region was a tinsel town for humans as well.

 1.3.5 History of the sinking: This sunken city collapsed into the ocean at the height of

a  massive  halloween party  at  the  stroke of  midnight  according to  records  obtained.

There was a quake and volcanic activity which destroyed the connection which several

of the canary islands had until that time.  This find is still being documented.

 1.4 Baia:

 1.4.1 Location: Baiae, Italian Baia, ancient city of Campania, Italy, located on the west

coast of the Gulf of Puteoli (Pozzuoli) and lying 10 miles (16 km) west of Naples and

21/2 miles (4 km) from Cumae, of which it was a dependency. According to tradition,

Baiae was named after Baios, the helmsman of Ulysses.

 1.4.2 Depth: 15 to 45 feet.

 1.4.3 Fallen angel uses for the city: encouraging humans to be utterly corrupt.

 1.4.4 human uses for the city: Another once wicked city submerged underwater. This

time it was not pirates that were wicked, but hedonistic “ Romans that flocked to Baia,

dubbed  the  Las  Vegas  of  ancient  Rome,  some  18  miles  outside  of  Naples  on  the

Mediterranean coast. Alas, as seems to happen with wicked cities, it sank. Most likely

due to the region’s rather active volcanic activities. The 2,000-year-old remains are in

superb  condition with many intact  statues  found,  together  with houses  and temples.

Most of the city lies at a depth of fewer than 20 feet, and some of it even visible above

water. The archaeological park can be explored by donning a snorkel.

 1.4.5 how it sank: Alas, as seems to happen with wicked cities, it sank. Most likely due

to the region’s rather active volcanic activities. 

 1.5 Thonis-Heracleion

 1.5.1 location:Thonis-Heracleion was an ancient Egyptian port city located near the

Canopic  Mouth  of  the  Nile,  about  32  km  (20  mi)  northeast  of  Alexandria  on  the

Mediterranean Sea.[2] It became inundated and its remains are located in Abu Qir Bay,

currently 2.5 km (1.6 mi) off the coast

 1.5.2 Depth: 30 feet

 1.5.3 fallen angel uses for the city: for having rituals and corrupting humans

 1.5.4 Human uses for the city: Long lost Alexandria has just  as many legends and

mysteries spun around it as Atlantis, but this one is real. And it has been found. And

there are two sunken cities for the price of one. Alexandria’s remains lie literally a few

feet off the coast, while Thonis-Heracleion rests a little farther off the coast of today’s

Alexandria.  Both  spectacularly  well-preserved,  considering  the  ruins  are  more  than

2,000 years old and littered with various shipwrecks, dropped anchors, even lost—and

found—old treasures.



 1.5.5 how it  sank:  The  records  show that  during  a  great  ritual  an  earthquake  and

tsunami crashed into the city and sank it. 

 1.6 Alexandria

 1.6.1 location:  Egypt Alexandria’s remains lie literally a few feet off the coast.

 1.6.2 Depth: 30 feet

 1.6.3 fallen angel uses for the city: for having rituals and corrupting humans

 1.6.4 Human uses for the city: Long lost Alexandria has just  as many legends and

mysteries spun around it as Atlantis, but this one is real. And it has been found. And

there are two sunken cities for the price of one. Alexandria’s remains lie literally a few

feet off the coast, while Thonis-Heracleion rests a little farther off the coast of today’s

Alexandria.  Both  spectacularly  well-preserved,  considering  the  ruins  are  more  than

2,000 years old and littered with various shipwrecks, dropped anchors, even lost—and

found—gold treasures.

 1.6.5 how it  sank:  The  records  show that  during  a  great  ritual  an  earthquake  and

tsunami crashed into the city and sank it.

 2 Sunken continent in the Indian ocean

 2.1 Lemuria-  Lemuria was a  continent  that  was believed to  have once connected India,

Australia and Southern Africa, which scientists tried to debunk as a fairytale. Fast forward

to  2013.  Any scientific  theories  of  a  lost  continent  and land bridge responsible  for  the

migration of lemurs is  gone.  However,  geologists  have now discovered traces  of a  lost

continent in the Indian Ocean. Scientists found fragments of granite in the ocean south of

India along a shelf that extends hundreds of miles south of the country towards Mauritius.

On Mauritius, geologists found zircon despite the fact that the island only came into being 2

million years ago when, thanks to plate  tectonics and volcanoes, it slowly rose out of the

Indian Ocean as a small landmass. However, the zircon they found there dated to 3 billion

years ago, eons before the island had even formed. What this meant, was that the zircon had

come from a much older landmass that long ago sunk into the Indian Ocean. Sclater’s story

about  Lemuria was true.  Rather  than call  this  discovery Lemuria,  geologists  named the

proposed lost continent Mauritia. 

 2.2 Additionally  there  are  records  of  Giants  and  hybrids  living  in  that  land  before  the

continent was sunk because of great evil happening in the continent.

 3 Zealandia - a scientifically accepted continent that is now 94% submerged under the Pacific

Ocean, surrounding the areas of New Zealand and New Caledonia.

 4 Sunken cities in Asia:

 4.1  Dwarka – India

 4.1.1 Location: The ruins were found beneath the surface of modern-day Dwarka. 

 4.1.2 Depth: 120 feet

 4.1.3 Fallen angel significance: This is the home of the primary vimana designs and

worship center for humans to learn the vimana mantras as well as travel and learn to be

invisible and so on.

 4.1.4 human story: According to folklore, Dwarka is the hometown of Lord Krishna, a

place believed to be an old wives tale, a myth, that is until the ruins were discovered 131

feet below the ocean. The ruins were found beneath the surface of modern-day Dwarka.

The complexities and the beauty of this city, have baffled even experts.



 4.1.5 History of the sinking: It was sunk during a large human sacrifice time of over

20,000 deaths in 2 days and at the height of the ritual the city was sunk and many fallen

angels trapped with it.

 4.2 Yonaguni Jima:

 4.2.1 location: Yonaguni Jima Japan

 4.2.2 Depth: 85 feet

 4.2.3 fallen angel significance: The pyramid connects to the global fallen angel power

grid.

 4.2.4 Human uses: The Yanaguni Monument is Japan’s Atlantis. Steeped in mystery

and controversy,  off the coast of the Ryukyu Islands there lie strangely even shapes

which some scientists believe can only be manmade and point to an ancient civilization

submerged some 10,000 years ago. A pyramid-shaped structure, an arch, staircases, and

other shapes complete with markings that could be ancient script, have reportedly been

identified,  all  hinting to  a  lost  civilization.  Others say that  the structures  are purely

naturally-occurring, not unlike the symmetrical basalt columns found in Iceland or on

the Giant’s Causeway in Northern Ireland. The mystery continues.

 4.2.5 How it sank: According to records it sank at the height of a big ritual time 10,000

years ago.



 4.3  Azores of Portugal.

 4.3.1 Location: Portuguese news reported the discovery of a very large under water

pyramid first discovered by Diocleciano Silva between the islands of São Miguel and

Terceira in the Azores of Portugal.

Depth: According to claims, the structure is said to be perfectly squared and oriented by

the cardinal points.  Current estimates obtained using GPS digital  technology put the

height at 60 meters with a base of 8000 square meters. 120 meters underwater.

 4.3.2 fallen angel significance: it is part of the global power grid.

 4.3.3 Human significance: Still being studied as this is a new find.

 4.3.4 How it sank: Not yet known

 5 As a group of science people who have looked at how God sank each of the cities and locked

evil below the water in each city. Each event was local/regional and therefore  we believe that

when the time is right God will cause a series of  localized ground shifts and maybe some water

shifting as well, to raise up the sunken cities and release the evil contained in them as well. If

we look at the Bible it is God who determines the start time when satan will be able to begin his

ruling on earth and it is only for a set time allowed by God himself. 

 6 What things will we see on the earth to know that the time is very near for the rising of the

sunken cities:

 6.1 First there will be large numbers of geology events shaking and changing the land above

the sunken cities.

 6.2 Second there will be great evil across all lands because when the sunken cities rise up

the evil will be even more than anyone ever expected.

 6.3 Third there will be wars and large numbers of dead people and there will be the fallen

angels and hybrids going around trying to deceive even the elect.



 7 One thing we are ASSURED IS THAT GOD WILL PROTECT HIS REMNANT OF TRUE

BELIEVERS.

We hope that you have learned from the places which harbored great evil and how God attended to them 

as part of their history. Now we will soon see these places rise again bringing with them the evil which 

was buried long ago.


